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IMPORTANT NOTICE 
Confidentiality Notice and Disclaimer

This document is for discussion purposes only and no reliance should be placed on it. It is supplied to the recipient in the strictest of confidence 
and must not be passed on to any third party. It is subject to change without notice and contains references to proposals which have not been 
implemented and which may not be implemented in the form described. 

Any information, research, and/or opinions contained in this document are for general information purposes only, and are and must be 
construed solely as statements of opinion and not statements of fact. Whilst all care has been taken by Hadrian’s Wall Capital (“HWC”) in the 
preparation of the contents hereof, no warranty, express or implied, as to the accuracy, timeliness, completeness, merchantability or fitness for 
any particular purpose of any such information is given or made by HWC in any form or manner whatsoever.  All information, recommendations 
or opinions in this document are not intended to provide exhaustive treatment of any subject dealt with and must be weighed solely as one factor 
in any investment or other decision made by or on behalf of any user of the information contained herein. Such user should consult its own 
investment or financial or other advisors before making any decision. The information in this document is not intended to and does not constitute 
financial, tax, legal, investment, consulting or other professional advice, and HWC does not purport to act in any way as a financial advisor. 

Where this document contains statements or information which relate to projections, forecasts or hypothetical data, users should be advised that 
these are predictions and that actual performance may differ markedly. Users should also be aware that short term performance can be volatile 
and past performance is not necessarily a good indication or guideline of future performance. Users should be aware that there are inherent 
risks in the buying and selling of investments. 

The information provided in this document is provided for information purposes only and does not constitute an offer to sell or an invitation of 
an offer to acquire an investment, or a recommendation to make an investment. Any offer to sell, or solicitation of an offer to acquire an 
investment will not be made, and can not be deemed to be made in any jurisdiction in which such offer, solicitation or sale would be unlawful 
prior to registration, exemption from registration or qualification under the laws of such jurisdiction. 

HWC shall not be responsible and disclaims all liability for any loss, liability, damage (whether direct or consequential) of any nature 
whatsoever which may be suffered as a result of or which may be attributable, directly or indirectly, to the use of any information, opinion, 
recommendation, link or service contained in or provided through this document.
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• Infrastructure assets are expensive to build, but when they are well maintained they have a long lifecycle.  

• Efficient delivery of infrastructure assets thus requires affordable access to long-term debt.

• Until 2007, the capital markets played an important role in proving long-term finance to infrastructure 
companies. 

• The credit crunch and the disappearance of the monolines has dramatically reduced the ability to sell long-term 
debt as demonstrated by reduced levels of bond issuance.
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WHY PROJECT BONDS ARE NEEDED
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Infrastructure Issuance by Sector• Banks have also greatly reduced their 
provision of long-dated loans due to increased 
capital charges and restrictions on liquidity 
transformation required by Basel III.

• In Europe the majority of outstanding utility 
debt has been financed in the bond market but 
institutional investors (mostly pension funds 
and insurance companies) have played less of 
a role in financing infrastructure projects.  

• This contrasts with the US and Canada where 
debt capital market investors finance almost 
all infrastructure investment.  
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PROBLEMS AND SOLUTIONS FOR BORROWERS

Project Bond Solutions for borrowers

• Providing access to a large, relatively untapped pool 
of capital

• Long term (up to 35 year) funding consistent with 
profile of underlying assets

• Reduced interest costs of enhanced bonds with 
leverage consistent with unenhanced bonds

• Substantially reduced origination and other up-front 
fees, no step-up margins, no cash sweeps, no 
refinancing risk, and no swap counterparty or swap 
accounting risks in the case of bank financing

• Streamlining of debt structuring and day-to-day 
monitoring through interaction with a single 
counterparty 

Problems for Borrowers

• Recent history suggests that the limited depth of 
market for lower investment grade, unenhanced 
bonds results in costly debt

• Projects require substantial equity to achieve 
ratings high enough for their debt to be attractive 
to bond investors

• While some banks continue to provide a limited 
amount of long-term financing, such financing is 
complex and costly 

• Bank financing has substantial upfront fees, 
refinancing risk, and introduces issues around 
hedge accounting and counterparty risk

The combination credit enhancement and bond services will increase access to long-duration financing 
and reduce the cost of funding for infrastructure projects
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Problems of the infrastructure bond investors

• Bond investors lack the history, manpower and 
expertise to analyze, structure, execute and manage 
bespoke transactions

• Bond investors have limited appetite to invest in low 
investment grade rated bonds, which is a rating level 
prevalent in infrastructure

• Bond investors are concerned about lack of 
alignment of interest within transactions

• One-off transactions with low investment grade 
ratings, limited information flow, a lack of a voting 
platform and a lack of standardization has the effects 
of: 

1. reducing trading and liquidity, and
2. reducing price tension (both on the secondary 

market and for new issues)

Project Bond Solutions for bond investors

• Transaction structuring, execution, surveillance and 
reporting by a party aligned with the bondholders

• Project specific cash credit enhancement (no counterparty 
risk) 

• Detailed covenant and security packages efficiently 
administered

• An efficient and effective inter-creditor structure designed 
to be replicated over many transactions

• A standardized investor reporting platform with 
information to be distributed through normal bond market 
information platforms (e.g. Bloomberg, Reuters, etc.)

• A standardized communication and voting platform 
operated by an experienced counterparty whose interests 
are aligned with the bondholders

PROBLEMS AND SOLUTIONS FOR BOND INVESTORS

A combination of improved alignment of interest, improved ratings, better information and standardization will 
increase the liquidity, improve pricing and establish infrastructure debt as a new asset class



THE HWC PROJECT BOND STRUCTURE
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TYPICAL PROJECTS AND BORROWERS FOR PROJECT BONDS
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Project bonds will be most easily placed in lower risk sectors

• The requirement to sell credit enhanced bonds will introduce challenges and expense to transactions in 
risker infrastructure sectors or in countries whose sovereign rating is below the A category.

• Once the first pilot transactions have been successfully completed all types of infrastructure equity 
sponsors (contractors, developers, direct institutional investors and financial sponsors) will be keen to 
use project bonds.
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THE PROJECT BOND INITIATIVE – POTENTIAL ISSUES

Project bonds will be most easily placed for large projects (EUR 100 million +) in core, lower risk, infrastructure 
sectors in highly rated countries.

• Project Risk: It will be difficult and/or very expensive to sell project bonds for projects that do not have proven 
technology or where there is greenfield traffic risk.

• Sovereign Risk: Project bonds in lower rated countries may require further structuring and/or enhancement.

• Procurement Rules: Procurement rules that require fixed price bids will in many instances make it difficult to include 
project bonds as a solution since bond investors will not forward commit to pricing.  The EC should push member 
states to adapt procurement rules to allow for project bond solutions.

• Solvency II: Solvency II related provisions that apply punitive capital provisions on insurance companies (and possibly 
pension funds) that invest in long-term project bonds, will increase the cost of raising longer-term finance within the 
EU.  This would be counterproductive, since (unlike banks) these institutional investors long term liabilities that they 
need to match with long-dated project bonds.
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CONCLUSIONS

• There is a vast borrowing pool of available capital within the EU to finance infrastructure

• Current and likely future financing conditions mean that the borrowing requirement can only be met by accessing the 
bond market

• Well structured project bonds will provide access to this long-dated institutional investor funding

• Project bonds that contain the full package of credit enhancement and managing creditor services will create liquidity 
in these longer-dated instruments

• Once a number of transactions have been completed using a standardized package of enhancement and managing 
creditor services, most long-term infrastructure finance will use project bonds, which, in turn will result in the creation 
further pools of credit enhancement and services

• The Project Bond Initiative can be a catalyst for this sector.  However, private sector supply of the credit enhancement 
and managing creditor services must be achieved in order for the intermediate to long-term problems of EU funding to 
be addressed
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APPENDIX I: DESCRIPTION OF HADRIAN’S WALL CAPITAL

• HWC, working in a joint venture with Aviva, has developed a ground-breaking fund to facilitate institutional investor access 
to the infrastructure debt market, a market that has been dormant since the global financial crisis

• The Aviva Investors Hadrian Capital Fund 1(the “Fund”) will invest in subordinate tranches of senior infrastructure debt, 
which will enable institutional investors to invest in the senior tranches

• HWC was founded by Marc Bajer, the former head of Assured Guaranty’s international business from 2005 to 2009, with a 
view to developing a product that could fill the void left in the infrastructure debt market by the demise of the monoline 
insurance industry

• The management team has previously built and operated an international monoline insurer and thus has extensive experience 
in working with bond investors, arranging banks, governments, rating agencies, issuers and sponsors to facilitate access to 
infrastructure debt.  Combined the team has more than 120 years of infrastructure and capital markets experience

• The Fund will have the ability to invest in Euros and Sterling
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